Abstract. Consider one-dimensional diffusions on the interval [0, 1 ] of the form dX, = dBt + b(Xt)dt, with 0 a reflecting boundary, b(x) > 0, and /"' b(x)dx = 1 . In this paper, we show that there is a unique drift which minimizes the expected time for Xt to hit 1, starting from Xo = 0. In the deterministic case dXt = b(Xt)dt, the optimal drift is the function which is identically equal to 1. By contrast, if dXt = dBt + b{Xt)dt, then the optimal drift is the step function which is 2 on the interval [1/4, 3/4] and is 0 otherwise. We also solve this problem for arbitrary starting point X0 = x0 and find that the unique optimal drift depends on the starting point, xo , in a curious manner.
Introduction and summary of results
Let Bt be a one-dimensional Brownian motion, and consider the stochastic differential equation dX, = dBt + b{Xt)dt on [0, oo) with 0 a reflecting boundary. Let Tx = inf{* > 0: X, = 1} be the first time Xt hits 1, and let EXTX be the expected value of Tx starting from Xo = x. The main question considered in this paper is: with 2^ leaves at level N such that the root has at least two children, what tree minimizes the expected time for a simple random walk, starting from the root, to reach level N ? Benjamini and Peres conjecture that the (full) binary tree minimizes this expected value.
In the special case of spherically symmetric trees, this conjecture can be verified through standard Markov chain techniques. Recently, Lyons, Pemantle, and Peres [3] showed that for any positive integer m , the speed of random walk on a nondegenerate Galton-Watson tree with mean m is strictly smaller than the speed of random walk on a deterministic ra-ary tree. We will show in this paper that contrary to what might be expected by analogy, in the related case of Brownian motion with fixed total drift, the optimal drift is not identically equal to a constant.
Our first result shows that if we relax the positivity constraint on the drift b, then there is no optimal drift. Let sf be the class of functions b such that b£Lx [0, 1] and /J b{x)dx= 1. Theorem 1. The infimum of <P(xo, b) over all b esf equals 0.
Let y" = nen , a" = e~" , and 8n = (1 -an)/(n + 2). We will prove that 0(0, bn) -► 0 as n -» oo, where {b"} is a sequence of step functions such that , J -Vn/2 if0<x<a",
[ ' °»W-\ l/{2dn) ifa"<x<i.
Because of Theorem 1, it is natural to consider only nonnegative functions, b > 0. In order to pursue a minimum within a sensible context, we begin with the observation that, under certain restrictions on b, u{x) = EXTX solves the differential equation f -1 = \u" + bu', I «'(0) = w(l) = 0.
This differential equation can be solved explicitly and (2) u{x) = 2 f fe-2$:b(z)dzdsdy = 2 f cp'{y) f -£-dy, Jx Jo Jx Jo 9 \s) where cp is the natural scale or, more specifically, cp'{y) = exp I -2 / b{z)dz J.
The expression for cp' makes sense if we replace J^ b{z)dz by b[0, y] where b is a probability measure on [0,1] and b[0, y] is the weight that b gives to the interval [0, y] . Thus, for each fixed Xo, we can view <&(xn, b) = u{xq) as a functional on the space of probability measures on [0, 1 ] . (Later, we will construct for each probability measure b a diffusion with drift b and show that EXTX equals u{x).) Now we will demonstrate that O achieves its minimum in the space of probability measures. Let srfm denote the class of probability measures on [0, 1] . Fix the starting point Xn . If {b"} is a sequence of measures in s/m such that b" converges weakly to b as n -> oo, then b"[0, y] -> b [0, y] for almost all v £ [0, 1] . In addition, e~2 < cp' < 1 . Thus, by Lebesgue's Dominated Convergence Theorem, O(x0, b") -»<J>(x0, b) as n -> oo. In other words, O(x0, •) is continuous in the weak* topology. Since sfm is compact under the weak* topology, O(xo, •) must achieve its minimum in sfm .
Consider the deterministic equation dXt = b{Xt)dt, with the initial condition Xo -xo. An application of Jensen's inequality shows that, among positive functions b with /0' b{z)dz = 1, the function which minimizes the time for X, to hit 1 is the function which is constant on [x0, 1] . By contrast, if dX, = dBt + b{X,)dt, then the optimal drift is not the function which is constant on [xo, 1] . Theorem 2 identifies the unique optimal drift for each starting point xq .
Theorem 2. For each fixed x0, 0 < xo < 1, there is a unique measure bo which achieves the minimum of O(xo, •) in the space of probability measures on [0, 1] . This optimal measure bo depends on xo and can be described as follows.
If 0 < x0 < 1/4, then b0 has a density which is given by (3) b0(x) -< n w \ 0 otherwise.
If 1/4 < xo < i/(e~2 + 1), then bo is the sum of two measures, a measure concentrated at xo of mass w > 0 and an absolutely continuous measure with density: (\-x2 if 0<x0< 1/4, ®(x0,bo) = l (l-x,) [3-2x0-xi] ifl/4<x0<l/(e-2+l), ( (l-x0) [l+x0(2e-2-l)] ^l/(e-2+l)<x0<l.
It is difficult to explain this answer intuitively. We began our investigation with the case xo = 0 and discovered that, among all step functions b with /0 b{x)dx = 1 that are constant on [c, 1 -c] and 0 otherwise, 0(0, b) achieves its minimum at c = 1/4. In particular, the value of O at c = 1/4 is strictly less than the value of O at c = 0. Later, we observed that if br is the reflection of b about 1/2, then 0(0, br) = 0(0, b). Hence, in the presence of strict convexity, the minimum must be symmetric. In hindsight, it is not surprising that the drift is turned off near 0, where reflection occurs, and near 1, when we have almost reached our goal. (Of course, by symmetry one of these reasons is redundant.)
We believed and then proved that the step function defined in (3) is the right answer mainly because a variational calculation showed the following. Let tr(x, y) be the Green's function for our process killed when it hits 1, and let u{x) = EXTX. If b is minimal, the the product G{x, x)u'{x) must be constant on the set {x: b{x) > 0} . Further calculations showed that if C7(x, x)u'{x) is constant, then b'{x) = 0. Therefore, b must be constant where it is nonzero. Similar calculations allowed us to determine the optimal drift for an arbitrary starting point.
Theorem 2 addresses the problem of minimizing the expected time to hit 1. It is also interesting to let T0 -inf{t > 0: Xt = 0} be the first time Xt hits 0 and ask: what drift will maximize PX{TX < To), the probability that Xt hits 1 before it hits 0, starting from Xo = x ? This time the answer is very simple. Theorem 3. For each fixed x, the unique measure which achieves the maximum of *F(x, b) -PX(TX < To) in stfm is the unit mass concentrated at x.
Note that if the starting position Xq = x is close to 1, then the unit mass concentrated at x both maximizes the probability of hitting 1 before hitting 0 and minimizes the expected time to reach 1. We have no probabilistic explanation for this phenomenon yet.
Furthermore, if b is the measure concentrated at 0 of mass w, then the diffusion dX, = dBt + b{Xt)dt has a simple interpretation. It is skew Brownian motion. In other words, given a reflecting Brownian motion on [0, oo), change the sign of the excursions away from 0 independently, so that a given excursion is positive with probability a = l/{e~2w + 1) and is negative with probability 1 -a. The resulting diffusion is X,. See Harrison and Shepp [2] , and Engelbert and Schmidt [ 1 ] for more details.
Lastly, we will show that in some sense, there exists a diffusion with drift b where b is a measure. Given a measure b, let cp' be the right-continuous function
Let tp{b, x) be a function such that cp{b, x) -cp{b, x0) = f* cp'{b, z)dz . Call cp the natural scale.
Definition. A diffusion process, Xt, will be called a solution to the stochastic differential equation (SDE) dX, = dBt + b{X,)dt if there exists a natural scale, cp{b, x), such that cp{b, Xt) is a martingale and (X)t -t.
In order to take into account reflection at 0, we observe that if b is a measure on [0, 1] with density b{x) and dX, = dBt + b{Xt)dt, then the expected time for X, to hit 1, with 0 a reflecting boundary, starting from Xo -x, equals the expected time for Xt to exit (-1, 1), starting from Xq = x, where b{x) is extended to be an odd function about 0. Analogously, we will define what it means for a measure b to be the odd reflection of a measure b and then prove:
Theorem 4. There exists a solution to dXt -dB, + b{Xt)dt. Moreover, the expected time for X, to exit (-1, 1), starting from X0 = x, equals u{x) where u is the function defined in (2).
The interested reader can find in Engelbert and Schmidt [1] necessary and sufficient conditions for the existence and uniqueness of a solution to a SDE with drift where the drift is a measure.
The organization of the paper is as follows. In §2, we will prove Theorem 1 and show that the infimum is not achieved in L' [0, 1] . The core of the paper is §3, where we will prove Theorem 2, namely, that in s/m, the infimum of O(xo, •) is achieved by the measure bo specified in Theorem 2. Then we will prove Theorem 3, i.e., we will prove that if the starting point is x, then the unit mass concentrated at x maximizes the probability of hitting 1 before hitting 0. Finally, in §4, we will prove Theorem 4. Let {bn} be the sequence of functions defined in (1) . We will show that 0(0, b") -> 0 as n-»oo.
(Of course, there is no b in sf such that 0(0, b) equals 0.) For ease of notation, we will write 0(&") instead of 0(0, b"). We will also write cp'n{x) instead of cp'{bn , x). Each function bn is in j/ because (1 -a")/28" -a"y"/2 = 1. In the calculations below, we will repeatedly use without comment the equality ynan = n . By the definition of natural scale,
Let Mn{x) = $xe2b«V'sX ds. If 0 < x < a" , then Mn{x) = I*e-?»sds = --{e-y"x -1).
Jo yn
If an < x < 1, then Mn{x) = --{e~n -1) + <?-" / e^s-a"^s" ds V" Ja" = +8ne-n{e{x-a")is" -1).
yn Now we will calculate 0(ft") = 2 J0 cp'n{x)Mn{x) dx .
Since (1 -an)/8n = 2 + n , / cp'n{x)Mn{x)dx Jan = f ene-(x-c")/S" X -e " + 5n(e-ne(x-*")ISn _ g-n) rfjf -£?JlI / e-(x-«.)/*. </* + sn f dx-8n f e-^-^l*-dx in Ja" Ja" Ja"
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Continuing our calculation of 0(6"), we obtain 1 /-i -0(6")= / cp'n{x)Mn{x)dx = -^ + e-^± + 8n^^l{l-e-^) yn y2 yn + 8n{l-an) + 82{e^2+^-l).
As n -► oo, yn -» oo, a" -» 0, <5" -► 0, and g"-1 _ en -1 yn «g" Therefore, 0(<3") -> 0 as n -> oo.
3. Proof of Theorem 2 and Theorem 3-Infimum in the class of probability measures As before, let <p'(b, x) = exp (-26[0, x] ) and O be the functional given by (6). We remark that the value of O(xo, b) will be the same, regardless of whether the interval in the definition of cp' contains its end points or not. This is because b has at most countably many atoms. In addition, substituting b{0}b{0, x] for b [0, x] in the definition of cp' reveals that if b has an atom at 0, then the atom has no effect on the value of O(xo, b), confirming our intuition that any drift at the reflecting boundary point is like having no drift at all. Thus, an explanation of the example given in §2 is that the function bn is akin to the measure with an atom at 0 of mass -n (which has no effect) and with constant density on x > 0, the constant equal to n + 1 . Theorem 2 will follow from the two propositions stated below. Let bx and b2 be two arbitrary probability measures on [0, 1 ]. Proposition 1. For each fixed xq and for all 0 < t < 1, *J*{xo,{\-t)bx+tb2)>0. di WUTx)) = "2 \W7x))D{x)'
In Proposition 4 we will prove that differentiating underneath the integral sign is valid when differentiating O, the functional which was defined in (6). This fact, plus the last two formulas, yield m Switching the order of integration in the second term, we obtain -(f(M)-iK«.*))jf^j*.
Interchanging the roles of x and 5 in the second integral and letting t go to zero, we obtain }^di^=iy^'^D^iovw^- Then Ix + I2 = /J D{x)f{x) dx, and a routine calculation shows that {G{x, x)u'{x))' = 4f, where G{x, y) is the Green's function for our process killed when it hits 1, and u{x) -EXTX . Now we will calculate / explicitly and show that for any probability measure b on [0, 1], 7i+/2 is nonnegative. There are three cases, depending on the value of xq . Lemma 2. Ix +12 > 0. Case 0 < x0 < 1/4. Proof. In this case, bo is the function which is 2 on the interval [1/4, 3/4] and is 0 otherwise. A routine calculation shows that {1 if 0 < x < i e-4x+l if i < X < | , e~2 if | <x < 1.
As before, let Mix) = £ e2b<®>xXdz. Then
We also need to calculate cp{\) -cp{x) = J^1 cp'{z)dz.
. \-x if0<x<5-We calculate / using (10) Case 1/4 < x0 < l/(e~2 + 1). Proof. In this case, bo is the sum of a delta function and a step function. Let h = {xx -xo)/2(l -w). Then equation (5) can be rewritten as h = Xoe~2w -1 -xi , and the density given by (4) can be rewritten as bo(x) = 1/(2/0 on Xo < x < xj. Because w + {{xx -xo)/{2h)} = 1, cp' equals
A routine calculation shows that M{x) -JQX e2b°[0>zX dz is given by {x if 0 < x < Xo, he2we(x-x0)/h if Xo < x < x, , e2{h+ x -xx) ifx>Xj.
Lastly, we will calculate cp{\) -cp{x) = ^ cp'{z)dz . (It will not be necessary to compute cp{\) -cp{x) for x < x0.)
We proceed to calculate /, this time using (13) Proof. Now the minimizing measure is an atom at xo , so the calculations are rather easy. We restrict our attention to the interval x > Xo. On this interval, cp'{x) = e~2 , M{x) = e2x + Xo(l -e2), and cp{\) -cp{x) = e~2{\ -x). On x >x0> l/(e~2+ 1),
Thus, it follows that /, +12 = j D{x)f{x) dx
We will now evaluate O(xo, *o) = lnhes^m ^(xo, b).
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use Case 0 < xo < 1/4. In general, O(xo, b) = 2 f^ cp'{b, x)M{b ,x)dx. Using equations (10) and (11), it follows that = 2{4~2*°2} = 2~*°2-Case 1/4 < xo < l/(e~2 + 1). Since h = {xx -Xo)/2(l -w) = 1 -X!, using equations (13) and (14), we obtain O(xo, *o) = 2 < h{xx -x0) + h + x -xxdx>
Case x0 > i/(e~2 + 1).
This ends the proof of Theorem 2. ™(x >t) = 2\f 9'(t, z) dz ^ cp'{t, z)D{z)dz -jX cp'{t,z)dz j cp'{t,z)D{z)dz\ I U cp'{t,z)dz\ . Now we will show that the numerator of d*¥/dt is strictly negative. Looking at the terms in the numerator inside the braces, if /0 cp'{t, z)dz is rewritten as the sum JQX cp'{t, z)dz + Jx cp'{t, z)dz , then cancellation occurs and (17) and (18), must be strictly negative since by assumption b is different from 8X. Thus, the numerator of d^V/dt is strictly negative. The denominator of d^/dt is strictly positive. Hence, for all t, 0 < t < 1, dWjdt < 0. On other words, as a function of t, ¥ is a strictly decreasing function. Consequently, *F(x, 8X) > *F(x, b) for any b ^ 8Z . □ Now we will justify differentiating underneath the integral sign. dty ' Jo 9'(t,s)
We will now focus on O, using arguments similar to that above. Let /(/,*) = Cp'{t, X)M{t, X) = Cp'{t, X) f -Jf-r.
Jo 9 \t, s)
Then, O(xo, t) = 2 /J f{t ,x)dx. We start with the observation that
The function df/dt is continuous with respect to t. It is also bounded because, as stated earlier, \D{x)\ < 1 and e~2 < <p'{t, x) < 1. Again, by Lemma 5,  we can differentiate underneath the integral sign and conclude that d$>/dt = 2Ix (9f/dt)dx. Analogous reasoning shows that d^/dt is given by (16). □ 4. Proof of Theorem 4-Construction of the diffusion process In order to take into account reflection at 0, we will first define what it means for a measure b to be the odd reflection of a given measure b . Next, we will show that there exists a solution Xt to the SDE dXt = dB, + b{X,)dt. Lastly, we will show that the expected time for Xt to hit 1, starting from X0 = x, equals u{x) where u is the function defined by (2) .
Given a probability measure b on [0, 1 ] , extend it to a probability measure on the positive real line [0, oo) 
For ease of notation, let <p'(y) be shorthand for cp '(b, y) . Let <p(x) = J0X cp'{y)dy. Because cp' > 0, cp is a strictly increasing function and cp~x exists. Let I = cp~x, and let g(x) = cp'{I(x)) = cp'{cp~x{x)).
Lemma 6. There exists a solution to dY, = g(Yt)dBt. Proof. We will construct Y, by time-changing Brownian motion. Given a Brownian motion, W,, let r<"=Infer Let y = T~x and let Yt = Wy(t). Since 1 < l/g2 < e4, y is absolutely continuous and y' exists almost surely. Differentiating the identity T(y(t)) = t yields: y'(t) = l/T'(y(t)) = g2(Wy(t)). Thus, (20) (Y), = y(t) = [' y'(s) ds = f g2(Ys) ds.
Jo Jo
This time change is valid for all time because t < F(t) < e4t for all t > 0. Hence, Yt is a martingale, being a time change of Brownian motion. Let BtBo = J0'g~2(Ys)dYs. Then Bt is a Brownian motion because it is a continuous martingale and (B)t = t. Thus, dY, = g(Y,)dB, as desired. □ Let X, -I(Y,) = cp~x{Yt). Now we will show that X, is a solution to the SDE dX, = dB, + b(X,)dt. Clearly, tp(X,) = Y, is a martingale. It remains to show that {X), = t. We will begin with a lemma. The function I(x) is strictly positive for x > 0, equals 0 when x = 0 and is strictly negative for x < 0. Let /+(x) be the function which equals I(x) if x < 0 and is 0 otherwise. Let 7~(x) be the function which equals -I(x) if x < 0 and is 0 otherwise. Lemma 7. I+ is convex and I~ is convex. Proof. The function <p'{x) was defined so that it is even about x = 0 a.s. Consequently, <p(x) is an odd function about x = 0 and so is its inverse, 105].) Applying this extended Ito's formula to f(x) = u(I{x)) and using the equality d{Y)s = g2 ( 
